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Abstract. For the case of an adiabatically expanding
blast wave, which is applicable to observed gamma-ray
burst (GRB) afterglows at late times, we give expressions
to infer the physical properties of the afterglow from the
measured spectral features.
We show that enough data exist for GRB 970508
to compute unambiguously the ambient density,
n = 0.03 cm−3 , and the blast wave energy per unit
solid angle, E = 4 1052 erg/4π sr. We also compute the
energy density in electrons and magnetic field. We find
that they are 12% and 9%, respectively, of the nucleon
energy density.
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1. Introduction
The afterglow of the burst of May 8, 1997, was bright
for a relatively long time and produced emission from
γ rays to radio. This enabled a detailed analysis of its
broad-band spectrum, confirming in great detail that in
the afterglow we see synchrotron emission, and that the
dynamical evolution of the expanding blast wave agrees
with predictions if the blast wave dynamics are adiabatic
(Galama et al. 1998a,b). In principle, one can derive the
blast wave properties from the observed synchrotron spectral features. The problem is that the characteristic synchrotron frequencies and fluxes are taken from simple dimensional analysis in the published literature, so they are
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not suitable for detailed data analysis. We amend this situation and correct the coefficients in the equations for the
break frequencies by up to a factor 10. We then use our
theoretical results to infer the physical properties of the
afterglow of GRB 970508.

2. Synchrotron radiation from an adiabatic blast wave
We have derived the synchrotron frequencies and fluxes for
a relativistic blast wave expanding in a uniform medium.
The results for the peak flux, Fνm , the synchrotron selfabsorption, νa , peak, νm , and cooling, νc , frequencies are
summarised below (details can be found in Wijers &
Galama 1999).
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νc = 1.12 1012 B −3/2 E52 −1/2 n−1 (1+z)−1/2
td −1/2 Hz.

(4)

Here xp and φp are the dimensionless spectral location and
dimensionless peak flux of a synchrotron spectrum from a
power law distribution of electron energies with index p. X
is the hydrogen mass fraction, e and B are the ratios of
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energy in electrons and energy in the magnetic field to energy in nucleons, respectively, E52 is the blast wave energy
per unit solid angle in units of 1052 erg, n is the nucleon
density, h70 = H0 /70 km s−1 Mpc−1 , z the redshift and
td the time in days since trigger (see Wijers & Galama
1999). We have adopted an Ω = 1, Λ = 0 universe.

3. The inverse solution
Equations (1)-(4) are four independent relations among
the four parameters of interest E52 , n, e , and B . This
means we can solve for all parameters of interest if we
have measured all three break frequencies (not necessarily at the same time) and the peak flux of the afterglow.
In addition this requires us to know the redshift of the
burst, the electron index p, and the composition parameter, X, of the ambient medium. We define the constants
3/2
1/2
Ca ≡ νa /νa ∗ , Cm ≡ νm td m /νm ∗ , Cc ≡ νc td c /νc ∗ , and
CF = Fνm /Fνm ∗ . Here starred symbols denote the numerical coefficients in each of the four equations, and times
td m , td c denote the time at which the quantity in question
was measured. Rearranging the four equations then yields
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5. Discussion
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composition of the ambient medium. Using further that
x2.2 = 0.580, φ2.2 = 0.611, we find
E52 = 3.5 n = 0.03 cm−3
e = 0.12 B = 0.09.
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Fig. 1. The X-ray to radio spectrum of GRB 970508 on May
21.0 UT (12.1 days after the event) from Galama et al. (1998a).
Indicated are the inferred values of the break frequencies νa ,
νm and νc for May 21.0 UT
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4. Physical parameters of GRB 970508
From the light curve behaviour and broad-band spectrum of GRB 970508, we deduced the properties of the
burst required to calculate the physical parameters of
the afterglow; at t = 12.1 d after trigger, the break frequencies are νa = 2.5 109 Hz, νm = 8.6 1010 Hz, and
νc = 1.6 1014 Hz (Galama et al. 1998a). The peak flux
is Fνm = 1.7 mJy and the electron index p = 2.2. After
the first 500 s electrons no longer cooled efficiently and
the afterglow must evolve adiabatically. We use a redshift
of z = 0.835 for GRB 970508 (Bloom et al. 1998) and
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 . Finally, we adopt X = 0.7 for the

We have demonstrated for the first time that the electron
and magnetic field energy densities are close to but somewhat below equipartition value. The ambient density is on
the low side of normal for a disc of a galaxy but definitely
higher than expected for a halo, lending support to the
notion that bursts occur in gas-rich environments.
It is interesting to compare the properties at late times
with those derived from radio observations. The scintillation size after 1 month is about 1017 cm (Frail et al. 1997),
whereas our formulae give a transverse size of 3 1017 cm,
in reasonable agreement given the statistical nature of the
scintillation size and our neglect of the gradients in properties in the transverse direction. The Lorentz factor at
this time is 3, so the evolution is still in the relativistic
regime. The co-moving field at this time is B 0 = 0.06 G.
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